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Astrophysical searches for new long-range interactions complement collider searches for new short-
range interactions. Conveniently, neutrino flavor oscillations are keenly sensitive to the existence of long-
ranged flavored interactions between neutrinos and electrons, motivated by lepton-number symmetries of
the standard model. For the first time, we probe them using TeV-PeV astrophysical neutrinos and
accounting for all large electron repositories in the local and distant Universe. The high energies and
colossal number of electrons grant us unprecedented sensitivity to the new interaction, even if it is
extraordinarily feeble. Based on IceCube results for the flavor composition of astrophysical neutrinos, we
set the ultimate bounds on long-range neutrino flavored interactions.
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Introduction.—Are there fundamental interactions
whose range is macroscopic but finite? New interactions
with ranges of up to 1 A.U. are severely constrained [1–6]:
They are feeble at best, so testing for them is tough. Still,
searches for new long-range interactions vitally comple-
ment collider searches for new short-range interactions.
We present a novel way to study long-range interactions

between neutrinos and electrons. Neutrinos are fitting test
particles: In the standard model (SM), they interact only
weakly, so the presence of a new interaction could more
clearly stand out. By considering interaction ranges up to
cosmological scales, we become sensitive to the largest
electron repositories in the local and distant Universe:
Earth, the Moon, Sun, Milky Way, and cosmological
electrons. The collective effect of the colossal number of
electrons grants us unprecedented sensitivity even if their
individual contribution is feeble.
Symmetries of the SM naturally motivate us to consider

new neutrino-electron interactions. In the SM, lepton
number Ll (l ¼ e, μ, τ)—the number of leptons minus
antileptons of flavor l—is conserved. So are certain
combinations of lepton numbers—among them, Le − Lμ

and Le − Lτ. Yet, when treated as broken local symmetries,
they introduce a new interaction between electrons νe and
either νμ or ντ mediated by a new neutral vector boson with
undetermined mass and coupling [7–9]. If the boson is
light, the range of the interaction is long.
The new interaction affects neutrino oscillations; at high

energies, it might drive them. Thus, for the first time, we
look for signs of it in the TeV-PeV astrophysical neutrinos
seen by IceCube [10–18], whose flavor composition is set
by oscillations that occur en route to Earth.
Figure 1 shows that our limits on the new coupling are

the strongest for mediator masses under 10−18 eV—or

FIG. 1. Constraints on the Z0
eμ boson mediating long-range

neutrino-electron interactions. Our limits come from the flavor
composition of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos at 1σ, using
current IceCube results and projections for IceCube and IceCube-
Gen2, assuming normal neutrino mass ordering and a spectrum
∝E−2.5

ν . Existing direct limits are from atmospheric [25] and solar
and reactor neutrinos [26]. Indirect limits from searches for
nonstandard neutrino interactions [27–29] (90% C.L.), tests of
the equivalence principle [30] (95% C.L.), and black-hole super-
radiance [31] (90% C.L.). The weak gravity conjecture [32]
suggests that gravity is the weakest force and so g02eμ ≥ GNm2

ν;
we adopt a neutrino mass mν ¼ 0.01 eV.
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interaction ranges above 1 A.U. By exploring the parameter
space continuously, down to masses of 10−35 eV, we
improve by orders of magnitude over the reach of previous
limits from atmospheric, solar, and reactor neutrino experi-
ments [19–26]. By tapping into a universe’s worth of
electrons, we reach the best possible sensitivity.
Lepton-number symmetries.—We focus on the lepton-

number symmetries Le − Lμ and Le − Lτ of the SM. The
related symmetry Lμ − Lτ—which we do not consider
here—has been studied extensively as a means to generate
a lepton mixing angle θ23 ≈ 45° [33–39]. These are
anomaly-free symmetries [7–9]: When promoted to local
Uð1Þ symmetries and broken, they produce some of the
simplest extensions of the SM. They only increase the
particle content by adding one new neutral vector gauge
boson Z0

eμ or Z0
eτ. These acquire a mass m0

eβ ¼ g0eβhSeβi
(β ¼ μ, τ) by coupling to a scalar Higgs field with vacuum
expectation value hSeβi [8,9]. In this prescription, Le − Lβ

remain global symmetries, and the undetermined values of
m0

eβ and g0eβ can be arbitrarily small.
Long-range potential.—Under the Le − Lβ symmetry, a

neutrino separated a distance d from a source ofNe electrons
experiences a Yukawa potential Veβ¼g02eβNeð4πdÞ−1e−d=m

0
eβ

mediated by the Z0
eβ. The suppression due to the mediator

mass kicks in at distances beyond the interaction range
1=m0

eβ. Thus, for a given value of themass, the total potential
is the aggregated contribution from all electrons located
roughly within the interaction range. We explore masses
from 10−10 to 10−35 eV; the associated interaction range
varies from meters to 103 Gpc—much larger than the
observable Universe, i.e., effectively infinite. Below, we
outline the calculation of the potential; details are in the
Supplemental Material [40].
Figure 2 sketches the electron repositories used in our

analysis. In the local Universe, the largest repositories of
electrons are Earth (Ne;⊕ ∼ 1051), the Moon (Ne;☾ ∼ 1049),
Sun (Ne;⊙ ∼ 1057), and the stars and gas of the Milky Way
(Ne;MW ∼ 1067). For Earth, we calculate the potential due to
electrons in its interior acting on neutrinos that reach the
detector from all directions, each traversing a different
electron column density inside Earth. For the Moon and the
Sun, we take them as point sources of electrons at distances
of d☾≈4×105 km and d⊙¼1 A.U. For the Milky Way, we
compute the potential at the position of Earth—8 kpc from
the Galactic Center (GC)—due to all known Galactic
baryonic matter. We adopt a sophisticated model of the
Galaxy that includes the central bulge, thin disk, and thick
disk of stars and cold gas [45], and the diffuse halo of hot
gas [46].
In addition, there is a cosmological contribution, pre-

viously overlooked, from Ne;cos ∼ 1079 electrons contained
inside the causal horizon [47], i.e., the largest causally
connected region centered on the neutrino. We gain
sensitivity to these electrons when the interaction range

is of Gpc-scale or larger. Since the number density of
cosmological electrons changes as the Universe expands,
we compute a redshift-averaged potential due to them,
weighed by the number density ρSRC of neutrino sources:
hVcos

eβ i ∝
R
dzρSRCðzÞdVc=dzVcos

eβ ðzÞ, where Vcos
eβ ðzÞ is the

potential at redshift z and Vc is the comoving volume [48].
Because astrophysical neutrinos are largely extragalactic in
origin [49], we reasonably assume that ρSRC follows the star
formation rate [50–52].
Figure 3 shows the total potential Veβ ¼ V⊕

eβ þ V☾
eβ þ

V⊙
eβ þ VMW

eβ þ hVcos
eβ i as a function of the mediator mass

and coupling. Tracing the isocontour of constant Veβ from
high to low masses reveals the transitions that the potential
undergoes as the interaction range grows. From 10−10 to
10−18 eV, the potential is sourced mainly by Earth and, to a
lesser degree, the Moon. The sharp jump at 1=m0

eβ ¼ R⊕ is
due to standard Earthmatter effects turning on. At 10−18 eV,
the interaction range reaches the Sun, the potential receives
the contribution of solar electrons, and the isocontour jumps
to a lower value of the coupling. At progressively smaller
masses, the interaction range grows, and the potential
receives the aggregated contribution from electrons distrib-
uted in the Milky Way. At 10−27 eV, the interaction range
reaches the GC, and the isocontour jumps to an even lower
value of the coupling, since the GC contains more electrons.
Finally, at 5 × 10−33 eV, the interaction range reaches the
size of the causal horizon, and the potential is saturated by all
of the electrons in the observable Universe.
Flavor transitions.—The new interaction affects the

evolution of flavor as neutrinos propagate. The evolution

FIG. 2. Electron repositories in the local and distant Universe
used to set limits on long-range neutrino-electron interactions.
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is described by the Hamiltonian Heβ ¼ Hvac þ Veβ þ
ΘðR⊕ −m0−1

eβ ÞV⊕
mat, here written in the flavor basis.

The first term accounts for vacuum oscillations:
Hvac ¼ ð2EνÞ−1UM2U†, where Eν is the neutrino energy,
M2 ¼ diagð0;Δm2

21;Δm2
31Þ, and U is the Pontecorvo-

Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) mixing matrix para-
metrized, as usual, via the mixing angles θ12, θ23, θ13,
and the CP-violation phase δCP. The second term
accounts for the new interaction [19,20,22–26]: Veβ ¼
diagðVeβ;−δμβVeβ;−δτβVeβÞ. The third term accounts for
standard matter effects inside Earth: V⊕

mat¼diagðV⊕
mat;0;0Þ,

where V⊕
mat ≡

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFn⊕e , and n⊕e is the electron number

density; see the Supplemental Material [40] for details. This
term is relevant only when the interaction range is smaller
than the radius of Earth, i.e., when m0−1

eβ ≤ R⊕. When the
new potential or the standard matter potential dominates,
the Hamiltonian becomes diagonal and flavor mixing
turns off. For antineutrinos, δCP → −δCP, Veβ → −Veβ,
and V⊕

mat → −V⊕
mat.

From here, we compute the probability of the flavor
transition να → νβ. For high-energy neutrinos, the proba-
bility oscillates rapidly with distance—the oscillation
length is tiny compared to the propagated distances,

i.e., 10−10 Mpc vs Gpc. Thus, we approximate the
probability by its average value [53], PαβðEνÞ ¼P

3
i¼1 jU0

αiðEνÞj2jU0
βiðEνÞj2, where U0 is the matrix that

diagonalizes Heβ. It has the same structure as the PMNS
matrix, but its elements depend not only on θ12, θ23, θ13,
and δCP, but also on Δm2

21, Δm2
31, g

0
eβ, m

0
eβ, and Eν. Below,

to obtain our results, we numerically compute Pαβ for each
choice of values of these parameters.
Flavor ratios at the sources.—We expect high-energy

astrophysical neutrinos to be produced in the decay of
charged pions made in pp and pγ collisions, i.e., πþ →
μþνμ → eþνeν̄μνμ and its charge conjugate. Thus, neutrinos
leave the sources with flavor ratios ðfe;S∶fμ;S∶fτ;SÞ ¼
ð1
3
∶ 2
3
∶0Þ. In the main text, we derive limits using

this nominal expectation for fα;S. In the Supplemental
Material [40], we consider the alternative “muon-damped”
case ð0∶1∶0ÞS, which might occur at Eν ≳ 1 PeV if
secondary muons lose energy via synchrotron radiation
before decaying so that high-energy neutrinos come only
from the direct decay of pions. Our conclusions are
unaffected by this choice. In Fig. 4, in addition to these
two cases, we show only for illustration the case
ð1∶0∶0ÞS—a pure-νe flux coming, e.g., from neutron decay.
Flavor ratios at Earth.—At Earth, due to mixing, the

ratios become fα;⊕ ¼ P
β¼e;μ;τPβαfβ;S. Under standard

mixing, i.e., if Veβ is zero, the ratios at Earth are
approximately ð1

3
∶ 1
3
∶ 1
3
Þ⊕. If Veβ is nonzero, the ratios at

Earth depend on g0eβ and m0
eβ. Since the vacuum contribu-

tion to mixing scales ∝ 1=Eν, at the energies recorded by
IceCube it might be subdominant, making flavor ratios
sensitive probes of new physics [57–85].
We adopt the likely scenario [86,87] in which the flux

consists of equal parts of ν and ν̄, as expected from neutrino
production via pp collisions [88]. At Earth, the flavor ratios
are calculated by averaging over ν and ν̄, since IceCube
cannot distinguish between them.
Figure 4 shows how the flavor ratios at Earth vary

with the potential. When the potential is small, the
flavor ratios are contained inside the small region expected
from standard mixing [57]. When the potential is large,
mixing turns off and the flavor composition exits the
“theoretically palatable region” accessible by standard
mixing [57]. In between, the wiggles in the flavor ratios
are due to a new resonance in the mixing parameters
driven by the long-range potential; see the Supplemental
Material [40].
Flavor ratios in IceCube.—In IceCube, TeV-PeV astro-

physical neutrinos [10–18] scatter off nucleons; scattered
charged particles shower and radiate Cherenkov light that is
collected by photomultipliers. In general, it is not possible
to identify flavor on an event-by-event basis [57,71,89], but
it is possible to infer the flavor ratios of the astrophysical
flux by comparing relative numbers of different event
classes [16,67,71,72,77,90].

FIG. 3. Long-range potential Veβ induced by the Le − Lβ

symmetry (β ¼ μ, τ) sourced by electrons in Earth, the Moon,
Sun, Milky Way, and by cosmological electrons. The Z0

eβ boson
that mediates the potential has mass m0

eβ and coupling g0eβ. The
curve is the isocontour of the potential at a value the vacuum
oscillation Hamiltonian—concretely, its element Hvac;ee—evalu-
ated at Eν ¼ 100 TeV, plus the potential V⊕

mat due to standard
matter effects inside Earth. Because of the ∼1=Eν dependence of
Hvac and the ∼g02eβ dependence of Veβ, the isocontour would shift
to lower couplings at higher Eν.
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Figure 4 shows the latest published IceCube
flavor results at 1σ C.L. [16]; the best-fit composition is
ð0.49∶0.51∶0Þ⊕. Presently, the nominal expectation
ð1
3
∶ 1
3
∶ 1
3
Þ⊕ is ∼1σ removed from the best fit [16]. Below,

we explore also projections where the IceCube best-fit
point moves closer to the nominal expectation. At con-
fidence levels higher than 1σ, present IceCube contours are
significantly wider [16]. Present IceCube results disfavor a
scenario without oscillations—where fα;⊕ ¼ fα;S—at ∼1σ,
which allows us to constrain the new interaction at this
level. Figure 4 also shows a preliminary update of the
IceCube flavor sensitivity [55] and an estimate [57] for the
IceCube-Gen2 upgrade [56]. Both are artificially centered
on the nominal expectation for fα;⊕.
Before contrasting our flavor predictions with IceCube

results, we fold in the neutrino energy spectrum. The
incoming flux of να þ ν̄α is ΦαðEνÞ ∝ fα;⊕ðEνÞE−γ

ν .

Different analyses yielded different values of the spectral
index: γ ¼ 2.50 using events of all classes [16] and γ ¼
2.13 using only upward-going muons [18]. Below, we
consider these two possibilities; the choice has little effect.
The average flux in the interval 25 TeV–2.8 PeV [16],
where the IceCube flavor results apply, is hΦαi≈
ð2.8 PeVÞ−1 R dEνΦαðEνÞ. From this, we define energy-
averaged ratios hfα;⊕i≡ hΦαi=

P
βhΦβi, our observables.

The behavior of hfα;⊕i resembles that of fα;⊕ in Fig. 4.
Limit-setting procedure.—To constrain the Z0

eβ, we
compare hfα;⊕i to the IceCube flavor measurements.
This way, the IceCube analysis systematics involved in
extracting the flavor ratios are already implicitly taken into
account. We describe our procedure below.
For a particular choice of values ðm0

eβ; g
0
eβÞ, we independ-

ently vary the standard-mixing parameters θ12, θ23, θ13, δCP,
Δm2

21, and Δm2
31 within their experimentally allowed 1σ

ranges, on a fine grid. We use the ranges from Ref. [54],
assuming a normal neutrino mass ordering, which is cur-
rently favored over the inverted one at 3.5σ [91]. Later, we
comment on the inverted ordering. For each choice of values
of the mixing parameters, we compute the energy-averaged
ratios ðhfe;⊕i∶hfμ;⊕i∶hfτ;⊕iÞ. We impose a simple hard cut:
If the ratios calculated for all choices of values of the mixing
parameters fall outside the1σ IceCube contour, then the point
ðm0

eβ; g
0
eβÞ is disfavored at, at least, 1σ C.L. Otherwise, the

point ðm0
eβ; g

0
eβÞ is allowed. We scan m0

eβ and g0eβ over wide
intervals and repeat the above procedure for every value.
We also derive limits based on the projected IceCube and

IceCube-Gen2 flavor contours in Fig. 4. Even though by
the time of completion of IceCube-Gen2—late 2020s—the
mixing parameters should be known to higher precision
[92], we have tested that already now their uncertainty is
not a limiting factor. Using reduced uncertainties—5% for
δCP and 1% for all other parameters—the projected limits
are only slightly better.
Results.—Figure 1 shows that our limits on the

coupling g0eμ are the strongest for masses below
10−18 eV. The limits on g0eτ are similar. They are in the
Supplemental Material [40], which contains also the limits
for alternative choices.
Using current IceCube flavor results, we can place an

upper limit because the no-oscillation point ð1
3
∶ 2
3
∶0Þ⊕—

reachable with large couplings—lies outside the IceCube
contour; see Fig. 4. We can place a lower limit too because
the standard-mixing region—reachable with small cou-
plings—also lies outside the contour.
Figure 1 also shows the limits derived using the projected

IceCube and IceCube-Gen2 flavor contours. Both contours
fully contain the standard-mixing region but not ð1

3
∶ 2
3
∶0Þ⊕;

see Fig. 4. Hence, in these projections, we can set
only upper limits. With IceCube-Gen2, the limits could
be 4 times better than the current ones.

FIG. 4. Flavor ratios at Earth fα;⊕ as functions of the long-
range potential Veμ associated to the Le − Lμ symmetry for
three illustrative choices of flavor ratios at the sources
ðfe;S∶fμ;S∶fτ;SÞ ¼ ð1

3
∶ 2
3
∶0Þ (nominal case), ð0∶1∶0Þ (shown in

the Supplemental Material [40]) and ð1∶0∶0Þ (pure νe from
neutron decay shown only for illustration). We assume equal
fluxes of ν and ν̄. In this plot, neutrino energy is fixed at Eν ¼
100 TeV for illustration, but our limits are obtained using energy-
averaged flavor ratios hfα;⊕i (see main text), which behave
similarly to Veβ. For every value of Veμ, we scan over values of
the standard-mixing parameters within their 1σ ranges [54] under
normal ordering (NO). We include the IceCube 1σ flavor
contours that we use to set limits on the new interaction:
the current one [16] (“IceCube 2015”) and projections for
IceCube [55] (“IceCube 2017”) and IceCube-Gen2 [56,57].
For comparison, we show the regions of fα;⊕ allowed by standard
mixing at 1σ.
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Our limits are robust against uncertainties in the shape of
the neutrino spectrum and choice of mass ordering. Soft
(γ ¼ 2.50) and hard (γ ¼ 2.13) spectra yield marginally
different limits, since the energy-averaged hfα;⊕i are
dominated by low energies; we show results only for
γ ¼ 2.50. For the alternative choice ð0∶1∶0ÞS, the limits
improve by a factor of 2.5–5 depending on m0

eμ. Switching
to inverted mass ordering has little effect on the upper
limits, since the no-oscillation point still lies outside the 1σ
flavor contour. However, the lower limits derived using
current IceCube flavor results deteriorate, on account of our
hard 1σ cut, because most of the standard-mixing region
now falls inside the IceCube contour, thus, allowing smaller
values of the coupling.
Our limits outperform the existing ones. The existing

direct limits come from atmospheric [25] and solar and
reactor neutrinos [19,26]. The indirect limits come from
tests of nonstandard neutrino interactions [27–29]—
calculated for Fig. 1 following Ref. [23], but only up to
m−1

eβ ¼ R⊕ and using our long-range potential—tests of the
equivalence principle [30] and fifth force [93], black-hole
superradiance [31], and stellar cooling [94]. Figure 1 shows
the most competitive limits; for a full review, including
collider limits at higher masses, see Ref. [23].
Limitations and improvements.—The main factor limit-

ing our sensitivity is the uncertainty in flavor measure-
ments. However, it is expected to improve in the near
future: A larger neutrino event sample and advances in
flavor reconstruction [95] will tighten the IceCube flavor
results. This will allow the extracted limits to have a higher
statistical significance. New directions in flavor-tagging
techniques, e.g., muon and neutron echoes [90], could aid.
Proposals to distinguish ν̄ from ν could test our assumption
of equal fluxes of each [96–98].
If the relic neutrino background contains equal numbers

of νe and ν̄e, it may partially screen out the long-range
potential sourced by distant electrons [25,99–101]. We
have not considered this effect in our calculation, but it
would exclusively affect the sensitivity to couplings
g0eβ ≲ 10−29, i.e., the sensitivity due to cosmological elec-
trons. For those couplings, the distance at which this effect
becomes relevant—the Debye length [25]—is roughly a
factor of 10 smaller than the interaction range 1=m0

eβ to
which we are sensitive, given by the values along the curve
in Fig. 3.
Summary.—In extending the SM, large-scale neutrino

telescopes—IceCube and future IceCube-Gen2 and
KM3NeT [102]—provide valuable guidance [103] thanks
to their detection of neutrinos with the highest energies.
We searched for new long-range neutrino-electron inter-
actions mediated by ultralight mediators, via the flavor
composition of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos in
IceCube. For the first time, we reached the ultimate
sensitivity to these interactions, as a result of using the
highest neutrino energies and accounting for the huge

number of electrons in the local and distant Universe.
Our results, the strongest to date, disfavor the existence
of long-range neutrino-electron interactions, crucially com-
plementing results from collider searches for new short-
range interactions.
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